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Thank you for purchasing the 0xd FX Morse Device. Please read these instructions before you 
use your new pedal for the first time. 
 
The 0xd FX Morse Device is a kill switch with a reversible momentary action. It is designed to sit 
anywhere in the signal chain between the output of the guitar and the input of the amplifier. I use 
mine usually after distortion, overdrive and fuzz pedals, but before reverbs and delays. Placing 
the Morse Device after reverb or delay will also cut off the trails from a delay pedal or the echoes 
of a reverb pedal as well as the guitars signal, which is usually not desired. The Morse Device will 
work in an FX loop, but due to variances in FX loops, effective operation in an FX loop cannot be 
guaranteed. 
 
 

 
 
The Morse Device takes its name from those small clicking devices that operators used during 
World War II to send messages in Morse code. The artwork on the top panel of the pedal is taken 
form a pseudo version of one such device that I drew one evening on my living room table with 
just a ruler, some really cheap shiny printer paper and some drawing pens, the complete version 
of which can be found on the rear of this page. It has some fundamental flaws, see if you can 
spot them! 
 
0xd FX is a one man operation and all pedals are built by hand, at home. I greatly appreciate your 
custom as it helps me develop new products. 
 
 
 
Ben Pollard, 0xd FX 

....----....    R (as in Reverse) – This control toggles the action of 
the momentary switch ----....----    between cutting the guitars 
signal when it is pressed or released. 

----....----    K (as in Kill) – This control will either kill the signal 
from the guitar when it is pressed or released, 
determined by the state of .-. 

.. .. .. .. ----. .. .. .. .--------. ... ... ... ..----    ----    Input – Plug in from the output of the 
preceding pedal in the signal chain, or directly from your 
guitar here 

------------ .. .. .. ..----    ---- . . . .--------. ... ... ... ..----    ----    Output – This goes either to the 
amp or another pedal 
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